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Abstract

The structural and magnetic properties of a number of transition metal oxides of

the general formula ABz06, where A is Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu, and B is SbH or A~+•

have been investigated.

CuS~06 crystallizes in a monoc1inically distorted trirutile structure in the space

group P2/n. Magnetic suscepnbility is char.Icterized by a broad maximum at 60 K

indicative of the presence of significant short range correlations in this system, and an

abrupt decrease in the suscepnbility suggesting the presence of a magnetically ordered

state. Further analysis of the susceptibility provided that the magnetic correlations in this

system are dominant along the chains; this is the first trirutile compound that gives the

clearest evidence for 1-<1 magnetic correlations. Long range magnetic order W3S further

studied by low temperature neutron diffraction. This reflection was indexed with a

propagation vector k =(*, 0, *) in accordance with some of the trirutile phases such

as CoS~06and FeTaz0 6• The magnetic moment of CuH was estimated at about 0.5 I'a.

The presence of long range order was further supported by the registration of the spin

flop transition on a single crystal of CuShz0 6'

CoAsz0 6, N"1As;z0 6, and MnAsz06 are isostruetural and adopt the lead antimonate

structure and crystallize in the space group P-3Im. Magnetic susceptibility data were

characterized by the absence of short range correlations. The long range order in these
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materials was studied in detail using low temperature neutron diffraction.

For NiAsz06 and COASP6' a number of superlattice reflections appears in their
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and the Rietveld refinement was carried out in the space group P3.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Magnetoehemistry, as it is practiced today, is a formidable research tool that

provides chemical and physical information on systems being studied in many branches

of science. It reveals information that promotes the understanding and control of the

physical properties of materials. It will be clear from this introduction that chemistry

plays a centtal role in this process. It offers us a great flexibility in the design of a

magnetic lattice. For instance, we have the freedom to vary the dimensionality of the

magnetic lattice, the type, and the range of the magnetic interactions, and the spin value

of the magnetic moment.

Over the past 30 years, there have been many advances in the understanding of

magnetic phenomena. Many research efforts are currently directed toward the

understanding of the relationship between the observed magnetic properties ofa material

and its chemical and structural characteristics, i.e. the nature of its chemical constituents

and the way in which these are bound together to form the crystal lattice. For example,

numerous materials with strong magnetic correlations only along chains or in planes

existing in particular crystal lattices have been synthesized and studied.

A large volume of published work on low dimensional magnetic materials does

exist, some of this literature is reviewed in references (n4) (C86) (192) (093). Reference

(174) gives a comprehensive account of the work published on these magnetic systems

prior to 1974. Reference (192) is mainly concerned \\ith the magnetic properties of the

layered transition metal compounds. Reference (093) introduces the interested reader to

the currently active areas of the research in the field of magnetoehemistry.

In the course of this work, we have investigated the structural and magnetic

properties of oxides with the general formula ABP6 where A is a divalent transition

metal and B is either Sbs+ or M+. Among the transition metal antimonates, CUS~06

has been studied, while a series of transition metal arsenatt:s has been investigated. The

crystal structures of these transition metal arsenates have not been determined ",ith

reasonable accuracy to date, indeed research on these materials has been scanty. In this

thesis we will study in detail the crystal and magnetic structures ofcopper antimonate and

the arsenates of Ni, Co, Mn, and Fe.

This thesis is composed of seven chapters. In this chapter, the basic theory of

magnetism in materials containing transition metal ions will be reviewed briefly while

greater emphasis is given to systems exhibiting strong spin-spin exchange interactions.

The different model systems of magnetic materials will be introduced along with a few

illustrative examples. The theory of nuclear and magnetic neutron diffraction will be

reviewed in chapter two, the principle of the Rietveld refinement method. which is

responsible for much of the interest the powder diffraction technique has received in the
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past 25 years, will be discussed in some detail. The experimental procedures whic.~ were

used in this study will be described in chapter three. The results of this work will be

discussed in chapters four, five, and six, and in chapter seven, the conclusion of this

investigation will be summarized.

(1.2)

and the bulk magnetization for a sample with N identical magnetic atoms per mole is

(1.3)

1- Basic Theory (If Magnetism; In order to investigate the interaction of the magnetic ions with the magnetic field, it is

(1.1)

useful to expand the energy in powers of the field as in equation(I.4)

Substituting this result in equation (1.2), and assuming the first order splitting is >kT,

and after some algebraic manipulations, the following result can be obtained (M73):

(1.6)

(1.5)

(1.4)

\1 = - aE = -E'!) - 2E!lH
• aH • •

(\1) = E..H.L..(~ -2E~) e-E:/.lT

E. e-E:/.lT

where m represents the field directions. Since the effect ofa magnetic field on the energy

levels of an atom is usually small, E,.'s can be calculated by the use of the pertuIbation

theory. The first order terms, E.(IJ, known as the Zeeman terms, indicate how the states

Hence, the mean magnetic moment of an ion in the level n is given as

!!! .. e -f>.E./ltl'

HJ

where~ is the energy level sepaIation between levels i andj.

Now, the mean magnetic moment of an ion in the level n is given as "" = aE,/aH; the

average magnetic moment, < It >, is therefore obtained as !he sum over magnetic

moments weighted according to the Boltzmann factor

The magnetic properties of transition metal ions arise from the ground state of the

metal ion as well as those thermally populated states (C77.I). Thus, the contribution of

a particular level to the magnetic properties may be altered by varying the temperature.

Given the properties of an individual ion, we can calculate the properties of a mole of

ions by a straight forward procedure, using the Boltzmann distribution (C77.1). The

distribution of the magnetic ions among the various states is given by,

change energy in the presence of the field, and are given by

4



(1.7) moment on the temperature and its relation to structure. There are four general limiting

cases in which this equation can be considered:

The susceptibility of a material in the presence of a magnetic field is the scalar ratio of

the magnetization and the magnetic field (082)

The second o,der terms are given by

E(l) = Eo) I(Vj 111" jljl» 1
2

n E/ -Et
(1.8)

1- There are only energy levels -<kT above the ground level. In this case t!le only

wavefunctions to be taken into account are those of a set which is degenerate in the

absence of a magnetic field. The first order Zeeman effect alone contributes to the

susceptibility of the ground levels and the suscepbDility is then reduced to the famous

Curie uw (F66)

(1.11)

x (1.9)

where C is the Curie constant and is given by

(1.13)

(1.12)

c = N(Il.tir
31:

c = NrlliS(S+I)
31:

Which is often written as(1.10)x = iJ!l = La (~ - ~) ) e-
E
:/

kT

H La e -E:/kT

This equation is known as the Van Vleck equation, it was derived so that when

and then the suscepbDility is given by

solved for a particular interaction Hamiltonian and eigenvector basis set it gives a closed

form equation for the magnetic suscepbDility (082). So, the requirements for using this

equation are a knowledge of energy eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

It is poSSlDle to simplify the Van Vleck equation in various circumstances. This

is done to allow us to understand the origin of the various genera1izations about magnetic

behavior in transition metal compounds, in particular the dependence of the magnetic

where /10<6 is the effective moment.

2- There are only energy levels >kT above the ground level, which have no first order

Zeeman effect. The only contnDution to the susceptibility comes from the second order

Zeeman effect between the ground level and the higher levels. The second order Zeeman

effect contnDution to the suscepb.Dility of the ground levels is commonly put in the form

s

x = Na. (1.14) This behavior is observed in any complex of oct3hedral or tetr..hedral symmetry for

where
which the ground term is of A or E symmetry, where A and E denote a singlet and

doublet terms respectively.

(1.15)

the summation is taking place over the n wavefunctions of the n-fold degenerate ground

levels. This term is known as temperature independent or Van Vleck paramagnetism. A

few points to be noted on this second order Zeema.'l effect suscepbDility.

i- the suscepbDility is temperature independent.

ii- it is smaI1 unless the temperature is very low, this is because the separation

fEJ"-E/,) is large compared to kT.

iii- it is positive.

4- There are energy levels - kT relative to the ground level. In this case the first order

Z=an effects contribute to the total suscepbDility according to the weight of the

thermal distnDution among them. In addition there is a contribution from the second

order Zeeman effects between adjacent states. As a result the magnetic susceptibility is

a complicated function of temperature, and each system must be treated individually.

This behavio!' may be expected for transition metal compounds which have T symmetry,

or triply degenerate, ground term. These terms are split by spin-orbit coupling

interactions, and the resulting states are separated by a few hundred wave-numbers and

3-There are energy levels both > and -< kTrelative to the ground state. This situation

arises when there is a ground state which is degenerate and all the excited states are >

kTabove this (M73). For AE' -< kT, the contnDution to the suscepbDility is given by the

Curie law, while for AE' > kT, the contnDution is given as in case 2. The total

contribution is therefore given by

x = £ + Nfl.
T

This formula is often referred to as the wgevin-Debye equation.

(1.16)

thus will be thermally populated.

u- Spin-min intenu:tigns:

Probably the most interesting phenomena in magnetism are those due to the spin

spin interactions. These interactions are referred to as magnetic exchange. The

Hamiltonian used to descn"be the magnetic exchange interaction, known as the

Heisenberg Hamiltonian, is of the simple form

7



where J is the magnitude of the coupling between spins Si and Sj' and is given by

where ~;(k) are the usuaJ one-electron wave functions when electron k is in an orbital i.

The first term is the Coulombic energy of a two electron charge disttibution and the

second is the antiferromagnetic conttibution where b is the transfer integral of the

electron between the two magnetic atoms and U is the energy of this transfer.

The above Hamiltonian in equation (1.17) provides a good description of the

metal-metal interactions. However, it offers no infonnation concerning the mechanism

by which the spins couple. Metal-metal interactions in transition metal compounds

frequently occur in spite of the fact that the separation between the paramagnetic centers

is very large (~4 A). Because of the large dislances involved this type of interaction is

known as "superexdzonge" interaction (M68). The idea ot the superexchange was

introduced first by Kramers (1<34). He pointed out that the ions could cause spin

dependent perturbations in the wavefunctions ofthe intervening ions, thereby transmitting

the exchange effect over large distances; but no specific mechz-isms were discussed.

Anderson (ASO) used Kramers' ~ts as a stlrting point for his continued development

of the theory of superexchange. Anderson (A63) concludes that three spin-dependent

mechanisms are of much quantitatille significance, these are:

(1.17)

(1.18)

1- Superexchange or (kinetic exchange) the kinetic energy promotes electron

transfer between magnetic ions provided their d-orbitals overlap. Since the spins must be

aligned antiparnllel by the Pauli principle, the effect is always antiferroma.,"lletic.

2- Direct exchange which is always positive and represents the repulsive

interelectronic potential energy. This term is genetally small compared with

superexchange term when the Jatter is present.

3- Spin polarization. Anderson estimated that this term will be very small and can

be ignored in the qualitative discussions.

The great merit of Anderson's theory is that it puts a finn theoretical basis for the

exchange interactions, but the main drawback of the theory has been the quantitative use

which remain to be practically impossible.

The important contribution of Anderson's work is his recognition that the

superexchange mechanism has a directionality property. Anderson showed, for the

manganese oxide, MnO, that the 1SO° superexchange through the bridging oxide ion was

more powerful than that occurring through 90° pathways. This appears to be the first

correlation of the structural and magnetic properties. Anderson discussed the role of the

orthogonality relationships between the d-orbitals of the cation and the occupied orbitals

of the intervening anions in determining whether the transfer ofan electron between the

metal and the anion can occur. Goodenough (G55) (G58) and Kanamori (K59) proposed

some rules based on the orthogonality relationships that are helpful in determining the

sign of the exchange integIa1 between them. They can be expressed as follows (B9O):

Fig(I.l) Symmetry rdalions between (a) t:,. e. andP." and t:,. e. andPu orbitals oriented
0118/)°; (b) e. andP,; and t:, and P. orientated 01 90° (RefM68).

No attempt is made here to itemize every possible interaction but to stress the

relevant symmetry relationships between anion and cation orbitals, and their importance

to determine the sign and magnitude of the possible interactions.
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1- When the two ions have lobes of magnetic orbitals pointing toward each other

in such a way that the orbitals would have a reasonably large overlap integral, the

exchange is antiferromagnetic;

2- When the orbitals are arranged in such a way that they are in contact but have

no net overlap integral, the interaction is ferromagnetic;

3- Ifa magnetic orbital overlaps an empty orbital, the interaction between the two

ions is ferromagnetic.

In this regard, two extreme cases can be distinguished, the 180°- and the 90°_

superexchange pathways.

1- the 180° superexcJumge case: this arrangement could be found in structures

that have comer shared octahedra. The important symmetry relationships are those

illustrated in Fig(l.la). The P. and the t:, are orthogonal so that no net overlap results

and the electron transfer from P• .. t:, can not occur. On the other hand, the metal e.

and anion P. orbitals are not orthogonal and a P• .. e. pathway is available for electron

transfur.

••••.... :..... ... .

dol, P, d.t..)'

10

$i
..... P.

P·.- f - •• : •••• -.

' ..:---;

......:. ..... t,.-....... F

A
··::z:~\ ..···..

. i ---)

........ z.,.. ........ ,

2- The 90° superexdzonge: the relation between the symmetries of the relevant

orbitals of the interacting cations and anions at an angle of 90° is shown in Fig(l.lb).

Both the Pc and the P<1Y orbitals are simultaneously involved in the superexchange

mechanism.

11

lU- Long Range Qrder;

A long range order occurs when these spin interactions take place cooperatively

over the entire three dimensional lattice. Transitions to long range order are characterized

by a susceptibility behavior,Fig(1.2), that is quite different from what has been described

above. In other words, the transition from the paramagnetic state to a magnetically

12



ordered state with long range correlations between the magnetic moments is i., fact a

phase transition (C86). This spontaneous ordering of spins persists below a certain

critical temperature, usually called Te I. In real systems, spin correlations among

moments begin to accumulate even above the Te, and these spin correlations are called

short range order. The earliest and certainly the simplest theory that was formulated to

explain the existence of the long range order in magnetic systems was the Mean Field

Theory, MFT. Although it was very simplistic, it was very useful in describing the

magnetically ordered state. The theory is briefly described in the following section.

Ull- Megn Fiel4 Theory:

The Mean Field Theory, MFT, was first introduced by Weiss (W01). The task

of the theory at that time was to explain the existence of spontaneous magnetization

below the ordering temperature, and the passage from negligible total magnetization to

saturation magnetization upon the application of a smaIl external field Ro.

Weiss assumed that the exchange interactions between the magnetic ions give rise

to an effective field, H,., acting on the spins, in addition to the exterttal field, Ro. This

internal field H,. is proportional to the magnetization,

(1.19)

where A is called the Weiss field constant, and is related to the number of nearest

neighbors, Z, and the exchange constant, J, by

(1.20)

The total field is therefore

(1.21)

Fig(1.2) A comparison ofthe charaetoistics variation ofsusceptibilily with rempertIlln
for paramagnetic. anrij'erromagnetic. antl/erromagnetic materials. so

(1.22)

Rearranging equation (1.22) to obtain the susceptibility yields the Curie-Weiss law
I We adopt the CODVeation of de Jaagb aDd Miecleaa (J74) aDd use the T. as the abbreviatiOll for a critical

temperature, whether the trlIDSitioa is femlmagnetic or aotifemlJDl8Detic order.

13
14

c
X =-

T-6
(1.23) (1.29)

where (J is the Weiss constant,
Spontaneous magnetization is usually expressed as a reduced ma"anetization function, and

one can define two independent relationships for the rerluced magnetization M(T)IM(O):

6 = N g J.LB H. S(S+I)

3k
(1.24)

M(T) _ B ( )
M(O) - • 11 (1.30)

When H.., =0, M is not zero at Te• The spontaneous magnetization in the long range
and

order is (C86),

(1.25)

M(T) (l1kT)

M(O) = (NrJ1iSA)

These two equations can be examined gmphically as in Fig(1.3).

(1.31)

where B.(11) is Brillouin function (M73):

with

Let us examine the spontaneous behavior by setting H..,=O.

Fig(J .3) Graphical methodfor the determinarion ofthe spontaneous magnetization at a
remperanue T (Ref C86).

(1.27)

As T-O, 11- CD, and

(1.28)

so that equation(1.25) becomes: For T>Te there is no intersection with the Brillouin function. Therefore, there

is no solution for M(T)IM(O) above T=O K. For T<Te there is a non-zero solution for

15 16



every temperature at the point where the Brillouin function is intersected. As T
antiferromagnets are usually chaIacterized by a sharp kink in the X versus T curve.

a value 1.6.

approaches T" the reduced magnetization is best represented by the relationship (1.32),

the exponent 13 is referred to as the critical exponent which, according to the MFr, has

To account for the magnetic behavior of salts with complicated lattice structures,

Neel (N32) introduced a modification of the Weiss model of the ferromagnetism. He

assumed that the ordered magnetic arrangement can be described in terms of sublattices,

each is ferromagnetic but the spins of one sublattice are antiparallel to the spins on

another sublattice. These two sublattices are coupled by a negative >-... In this case at

XI drops to zero at 0 K. With Ho perpendicular to this axis, the spins have a tendency

to line up with the field. In a powder on average 2/3 of the crystallites will be

perpendicular to Ho and 1/3 will be parallel. Hence the susceptibility at 0 K will be

2/3x~.

Below T" for a single crystal sample, the susceptibility is strongly dependent on the

direction between Hoand the preferred axis of magnetization. For Ho along this direction,

Surprisingly enough, MFr offers a remarkably good approximation to many of

the properties of the ordered substances. It is successful in predicting spontaneous

magnetic long range order. Near the ordering temperature, Te, it predicts that the

spontaneous magnetization and susceptlllility obey a power law behavior in the reduced

(1.32)M<n = K( Tc·T)~
M(O) Tc

high temperatures the magnetization is given as in equation (1.33) (K66),
temperature t,

(1.33)
M« (-t)1I (1.35)

(1.36)
giving

Below the ordering temperature, the antiparallel ordering opposes the aligning tendency

of the applied field, Ho. and the susceptlllility drops with decreasing temperature. Thus

Cx=-
T+9

with C = C. + C., and 9 =*C(! >...1->...>

(1.34)

with 13= 1.6 and 'Y= 1. It is now well established that in the majority of cases the critical

behavior of a thermodynamic functionf(t) is described by a power law in the reduced

temperature, t, near Te where t = (T- Tjrr (J92). The investigation in the magnetic

critical phenomena is an area of extensive research among both physicists and chemists.

The' major error in the MFI' model is that it neglects short range spin

corre1ations. So, in the MFr the magnetic interaction of a given spin with its zneighbors
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is replaced by an average interaction with all the other spins in the lattice (J92). This

makes MFr insensitive to the dimensionality of the magnetic lattice. MFT can not

accurately describe the critical behavior, by which is meant the singularities occurring

in the thermodynamic functions at Te•

It can be concluded that the MFI' is a rough approximation to describe the long

range order, LRO, in a magnetic system, and fails for systems with lower dimensionality

where the short range order, SRO, dominates.

interactions. There are three limiting cases which have been studied extensively, namely

the Ising, XY, and Heisenberg models.

The Hamiltonian of the spin interaCtions in equation (1.17) can be modified to be

capable of explaining both the coupling and anisotropy in the magnetic exchange in the

following way:

(1.37)

/11.2. Ising Xl': and Heisenberg Models,

As the dimensionality of the system is reduced from three to two or one, i.e. the

spin interactions become dominant in the planes or along the chains, respectively, MFT

is expected to become a worse approximation of the system (C86). It was observed that

the behavior of various thermodynamic quantities changes more between the diffetel1t

lattice dimensionalities than they do between different structures, e.g. simple cubic to

body centered cubic, of the same dimensionality. This led to the introduction of other

models that are capable of representing the observed data. In order to choose a model

for a certain magnetic system, it is necessary to define its lattice dimensionality. d. The

discussion of the concept of the lattice dimensionality will be delayed until the next

section.

The other important quantity which has to be defined is the spin dimensionality

of the system. Spin dimensionality is related to the anisotropy in the exchange

Depending on the number of the components (x,y,z) of the spins that are

considered, 11, one has a I, 2 or 3 component spin system, where 11 denotes the spin

dimensionality. The Heisenberg model is obtained if the interactions are isotropiC, i.eJ~

= J1 =J:. 11=3; and the XY model is obtained when the interactions are dominant in

the plane, J~ =J1 D1Id J: = O. 11=2. When the interactions in the plane are J~ =J1 =

oD1Id J: = I, 11=1 and the Ising model obtains. Both the XY and Ising models are

obtained by assuming an anisotropy in the exchange interaction.

In practice, anisotropic properties often arise not as much from the exchange

interaction but rather from other sources such as the crystal field that couple the moments

in certain direction in the crystal, the spin-orbit coupling, and the single ion effects (J8S).

The anisotropy in the magnetic susceptillility arises, in general, from the non

cubic nature of the ligand field acting on the metal ion. Since the spin contnllution to the
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susceptibility is spatially isotropic, the anisotropy in the susceptibility arises from the

orbital contribution (M78).

distortions, g' I and g' ~ will differ considerably so that the effective exchange interactions

will be quite anisotropic, and the effective exchange interactions will be introduced as

Similar considerations can be applied to certain F~+ compounds.

Systems with high aniS(\tropy could adopt either of the two anisotropic models,

namely the Ising or XY model. Considerable anisotropy in the g-values with g~»gl is

a prerequisite for the applicability of the XY model.

On the other hand, it follows that the Heisenberg case will be approached with

magnetic ions for which crystal field effects are small, as in the case of Mn2+ where the

orbital momentum is quenched completely (1.=0) (J85).

For metal ions with an orbital singlet ground state and S> '12, the spin-orbit

interaction partially lifts the spin degeneracy of the ground state and leaves a set of spin

states. This is called zero-field splitting (ZFS), the interested reader is referred to ref

(C85) for a detailed and complete discussion of this phenomenon. As an example,

consider Ni2+ ion for which the ground state in the cubic field is a spin triplet, 3A~. The

trigonal or tetragonal distortions of the cubic environment will split the ground triplet into

a singlet and a doublet. It may be convenient to add the crystal-field term to a

Heisenberg-type of interaction, i.e. to consider the Hamiltonian

If the ground state of an ion is an orbital singlet, it has no orbital contribution in

the ground state, hence no anisotropy is expected and the exchange interactions are

isotropic. This system is expected to behave as a Heisenberg system. On the other hand,

when the ground state is triply degenerate, the behavior of the susceptibility is expected

to be highly anisotropic and the Ising model obtains.

Consider the case of the Cel'" ion. In a cubic octahedral environment the orbital

ground state of a C02+ ion is the triplet "r\. Axial distortions from cubic symmetry,

combined with spin-orbit coupling, split this manifold state into six doublets, known as

Kramers doublets. One doublet remains lowest in energy, irrespective of the sign or

magnitude of the axial distortion, the next doublet being about 200 K higher in energy.

It follows that at temperatures below 50 K only the lowest doublet will be appreciably

populated, so that the magnetic properties can be described within the effective spin

S' = \12 formalism. It can be readily shown that in the ground-state doublet the true spin

S=3/2 may be replaced by an effective spin S'=\h with Q85):

(1.38)

where the splitting factors g'u and g'sl are the contributions of the spin angular

momentum to the effective g values of the lowest doublet. For sufficiently large

J'I = (g'sI/2)'J

J' ~ = (g's~I2'1J (1.39)
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(1.40)

Depending on the sign of the distortion either the singlet or the doublet is lowest in

energy, correspouding with D<O and D>O, respectively. It follows from this

Hamiltonian that the crystal field then establishes a preference for the moments to align

perpendicular or parallel to the z-axis, corresponding to a planar (XY-type) or axial

(Ising-type) type of anisotropy. In the case that IDI < 11\, the isotropic Heisenberg

model will be approached (J85).

Based on this discussion, certain generalizations are useful: Mn2+ is often a

Heisenberg ion while cuI+ is likely to be; Co2+ is likely to be Ising or XY ion,

depending on the geometry of the ion and the sign and the magnitude of the zero-field

splitting.

IV- Shott Range Order;

For operational purposes, the term will be restricted to describe magnetic ions

which interact predominantly with neighbors that are arranged in clusters, in chains, or

in planes. There are a number of reasons which may cause the lack of an appreciable

magnetic interaction between neighbors along one or more spatial directions in a crystal.

Since the magnetic and the crystallographic lattice need not be identical, this property

may be utilized by choosing a lattice in which the distance between the magnetic ions
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along a given direction is much longer than along the other directions. The magnetic ions

may, for example, be largely separated along certain axes by putting non-magnetic atoms

in between them. In addition a lower dimensionality may be realized by the fact that both

signs of the superexchange interaction do occur, depending on the path lengths and bond

angles. This offers the possibility of aT. accidental cancellation of the interaction in a

given direction, if there exist different bonds in that direction.

It is instructive to give a brief summary of the properties of the magnetic lattices

of low dimensionality with some examples illustrating the subtle relationship between the

magnetic and structural dimensionalities.

IV. 1- C1uJin structyres;

There are a number of theories available to describe the thermodynamic properties

of the one dimensional magnetic systems and extensive experimental data on magnetic

chains Q74)(C86). The obvious feature of the thermodynamic behavior of the I-d systems

is the absence of long-range order at any non-zero temperature. As a consequence of this,

the entropy has to be removed via short range processes. This is reflected in the specific

heat and magnetic susceptibility behaviors, both of which display broad maxima,

occurring at temperatures of the order of the exchange interaction along the chain 074).

Plots in Fig(1.4) show the specific heat of the magnetic chains of the three model

systems. The magnitude of the susceptibility maximum can provide a handy set of criteria

for the determination of the model system appropriate to the compound at hand. The fit
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of the data to other calculated quantities within each model is very useful in determining

the model that will be most representative to the data. For an elaborate discussion on

these quantities the.interested reader is referred to ref (174).

Regarding the Ising model system, the zero-field susceptibilities have been derived

by Fisher (F63) for the 5='1> chain. They are

2 2

= Ngl l1B (....!...-) eJ1l:T
XI 2J 2lcT

(1.41)

direction with respect to the direction of the spin alignment within the chains.

(1.42)
X...

Several compounds containing Ising chains have been studied. AMCI3.2H20

where A =Rb and Cs and M = Co and Fe, has l'Cen extensively studied and found that

the intrachain coupling is antiferromagnetic. While the spins in the system

where the symbols "parallel" and "perpendicuIar" refer to the external magnetic field

With respect to the Heisenberg chains, there are no exact solutions available to

,
--~

Eig(1.4) ~oretical heat capadliesofa 1UI1IIber ofmagnetic chains with.S = *. (a)~
(b) correspond fO the Ising and the XYmodel. respectively (ferro-~anri.r:rromagnen~).
Curves (c) and (d) ore jar the anrijerromagnetic and jerromagll£1lc HeISenberg chain.

resp. (Ref174).

date. However, numerical calculations are available which characterize the behavior of

It should be realized that assigning the correct model to represent the experimental

data may become nontrivial. CYystaIIographic structures are usually necessary in order

the chains to a high degree ofaccuracy. The classical work on the antiferromagnetically

exchange-coupled chain was done by Bonner and Fisher (B64), and much of the

to aid in the choice of the models to apply. But some inferences may not be

unambiguous.

subsequent work has been carried out in the spirit of this work. The expression in

equation (1.43) was later derived which was used to calculate the magnetic susceptibility

of some magnetic chains.
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Ng2 11;S(S+I) l-u
X= .-

3kT 1+u
(1.43)

struccural phase transitions as it is cooled and acts as an lmtiferromagnetic linear chain

as well. This has been explained in terms ofIahn-Teller distortions which are propagated

where u=(TIT) - coth(T.fT) wilh T.=2JS(S+l)/lc

It is worlh to note that the short range order effects for this model system are extended

over a much larger region i., temperature than for lhe Ising model.

cooperatively throughout lhe crystal lattice.

Another example that illustrates this point further is KCuF3 (192), the structure

of which is a distorted perovskite. The environment of lhe CuF6 is tetragonally distorted

One of the best Heisenberg chains is [N(CH31JMnCI3 (H74), the structure of

which consists of chains of S=5/2 Mn2+ ions bridged by three Cl ions. The intrachain

exchange constant is -6.7 K. Both the magnetic susceptibility and the specific heat were

measured and broad maxima were observed in bolh measurements. The ratio 1'/1 was

OCtahedron. This distortion leads to a lack of overlap in the basal plane, leaving only lhe

overlap along the c-axis.Fig(l.5). The resulting Cu-F-<:U-F-Cu superexchaDge along the

c-axis yields a strong antiferromagnetic interaction along the chains.

determined to be in the order of 1()'4, where l' represents interehain exchange. This ratio

is a crude measure of the idealization of lhe chain model. Anolher measure of this

idealization is the critical entropy, a mere 1% of lhe total for this compound (C86).

A large number of chain structures are formed by Cu2+. This is largely a result

of the ability of Cu2+ to adopt to a number ofcoordination geometries. Excellent reviews

of 1-<1 copper magnetic systems are published by Hatfield el al (H93) (H85). Of lhose

chain compounds, the compound Cu(PYhOz has received much attention since well

defined, large single crystals may be obtained. It was concluded that the spins couple

antiferromagneticalIy in the Heisenberg chain \llith IIk= -9.15 K.

Another interesting compound that illustrates lhe magneto-struccural correlations

is the compound K:zPb[Cu(N~J (B79). This compound has a centered cubic structure

at room temperature, implying three- dimensional magnetism, but it undergoes several

Fig(1.5) 1he alignmefllS ofthe d orbitals ofthe or· ion in KCuF..~ positions ofthe
F atoms ore also shown.~ J-d beJuzvWr arises becaJlSe there is hardly any overlap of
the WI2\Itfiulaions along the a-QXes (&f174).
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With respect to the XY model. considerable anisotropy in the g-values. with gi

>- g•• is the prerequisite for its applicability. There are only few compounds which adopt

this model system. One such material that meets such a criterion is (N2H),Co(SOJz, with

Turning to the isotropic models, the first point of interest is that the 2-d

Heisenberg system does not undergo a transition to a long range order. The specific heat

of the planar Heisen!>eTg system consists of a broad maximum. The shape of this curve

gi =4.9, and g.=2.20 (W74). differs from the 1-d model, but has no h-type anomaly. Similarly, the susceptibility

One of the recent advances in the research in the magnetic properties of low

dimensionality is the synthesis and study ofone dimensional ferrimagnets. This new class

of low dimensional systems has been discovered in 1980 in compounds showing

structurally ordered bimetallic chains. This class of materials shows very interesting

magnetic behavior. These ferrimagnets were a subject of a review article published

shows a broad maximum due to the short range order effects at the higher temperatures.

Fig(1.6) illustrates the theoretical predictions of specific heats of the S = * Ising model

as well as Heisenberg model for a I, 2, and 3-d lattice, the molecular field prediction is

also included.

recently by Coronado et al (C93).

--Tie
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In going from the 1-d to the 2-d magnetic lattices there arises a profound

difference between the Ising model on one hand and the Heisenberg and XY models on

the other. The dimension of two is sufficient for the Ising model to undergo a long range

order at a finite temperature but this is no~ the case for either the XY or the Heisenberg

model systems.

The important calculation for the 2-d systems within the Ising limit is that of

Onsager (044) for an S='h system. He showed that the quadratic lattice undergoes a

phase transition and exhibits a h-type anomaly in the specific heat.

Fig(1.6) The theoretical magnetic specific heats ofthe s=* (a) Ising modelfor1,2 and
3-d laltice. (0) Heisenberg models for a 1. 2. 3-d [altice. MET prediction included for
comparison. R is the gas consrant and 8 is the Curie-Weiss rempuanue (Ref174).
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One ofthe most extensively studied series of the tw<HIimensional systems is based

Fig(1.7) The crystal srrut:t1Ues ofK"NlF. and KNlFJ (RefJ74).

on the K2NiF. structure. The tetragonal K2NiF. structure can be viewed as being derived

from the perovskite lattice, KNiF), by the addition of an extra layer of KF between NiF2

sheets as in Fig(l.7). This will transform the 3-d lattice of the KNiF) into a magnetic

layer structure, K2N"1F.. It is important that the interaction within the layer is

state the exchange and the dipolar interaction between neighboring Ni2+ sheets will

study is in full agreement with Onsager's exact solution (044) which is given in

equation(l.44)

The first clue to the 2-d properties was predicted by Legrand er al. (1.62) who

investigated K2NiF. by neutron diffraction. It was argued that in the antiferromagnetic

Another member of the series which was studied extensively isK~•. It was

found to exhibit similar characteristics in its magnetic susceptibility to those of K2NiF•.

From the fit of the susceptibility data to a high temperature expansion, it was found that

J/k=-4.2 K. Both of these compounds were fit to a quadratic Heisenberg model.

In the compound K2CoF., the resultant lowest doublet from the spin-orbit coupling

is well approximated by the effective spin of S='h with g.=6.3 and g.. =3.1 (H92.1)

This would indicate a strong Ising 2-d behavior. The parallel susceptibility data could

nicely be fitted to the 2-d Ising predictions over a wide range of temperatures. It was

shown that spontaneous magnetization which was obtained from a neutron diffiaction

exchange constant are obtained from different measurements, giver. J/k=-50K while the

cancel. Subsequent susceptibility measurements on K2N"1F. showed the familiar 2-d

feature. Short range order was found to persist up to T = 2T•. Values for the intralayer

next-nearest interaction within the plane to be J'/k = -0.5 K (J'/J = HI~. From

T<x...J=230 K, it follows that Jlk = 52 K.

eK
OF

~0
I

*~I
I

9~
I

~:""""D-"""';'o+6"~K2N.FL

antiferromagnetic, since this causes a cancellation of the interaction between neighboring

layers in the ordered state. A series of compounds of the general formula ~MF., where

M is Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu, 074) has been synthesized and studied. Their crystI1

structures are all similar and their r.tagnetic properties could be explained within the limit

of 2-d magnet.
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K2CuF. was also subject to intensive investigations by a number of researchers

(B80). It is an excellent realization of the 2-d ferromagnet with 5=11:. K2CuF. has a

relatively large J'/J ratio (2Xlo-' compared to 1<rS-1Q-6 for other members). In the

M(7) = ( l-sinh-4 !L)I/I
M(O) kT

(1.44)

~
I
I

o
compounds with an antiferromagnetic order in the layers the interlayer coupling between

next nearest planes is canceled by symmetry, but this cancellation will not occur in the

case of ferromagnetically ordered layers, leading to a much stronger interlayer coupling

but too weak to alter the 2-d character of this compound.

The correlation between crystallographic structure and magnetic exchange which

the chemist would like to observe is in fact rather remarkably displayed by this series of

compounds.

Another system which shows subtle magneto-structutal correlations is the

La2CuO•• Contrary to the case of KCuF) where the elongation occurred in the plane, in

this material the elongation axes of the octahedra align parallel to the c-axis. A (001)

projection of the La2CuO. structure is shown in Fig(1.8). This, in turn, will lead to very

little overlap along the c-axis, but a strong overlap in the basal plane. It is this

mechanism which is responsible for the strong antiferromagnetic exchange found in

La2CuO., making it an excellent example of a 2-d antiferromagnet (J92).
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The magnetic properties of Mn(NC5l2(triazolel2 are similarly well described by

theoretical predictions for the 5=5/2, quadratic layer Heisenberg antiferromagnet with

JIk = -.25K.

The specific heat of Cu(NCShCtriazoleh is fitted to the quadratic layer 5=11:

Heisenberg ferromagnet. It is interesting to observe that the intralayer interaction changes

from being antiferromagnetic into being ferromagnetic as soon as the Jahn-Teller ion is

taken into consideration (J83).

Regarding the 2-d XY-model, only very few experimental examples have been

studied as yet. This is because of the lack of compounds that exhibit the required

anisotropy for the XY model. Just recently Regnault et al (R92.l) described the magnetic

properties of the compounds BaM2(X0.h, where M is Ni or Co and X is P or As. All

of these compounds are isostructutal and crystallize in a trigonal space group R-3.

The structure can be described as a layered structure of magnetic ions that are

located on a honeycomb lattice. The distance separating these layers is - 7.8 Aand

separated by XO.-Ba-XO•. From the large interlayer distance, a pronounced 2-d magnetic

character is expected. The planar nature of the anisotropy was clear in the magnetic

susceptibilities X~ and XI'

For Ba~(AsO.h the perpendicular and parallel susceptibilities appear to differ

by more than an order of magnitude in the low temperature range. Analysis of these data

gives J~/k = 20 K, J IIJ~ '" 0.4, g~ = 5.0 and gl = 2.5. These parameters do indeed

satisfy the requirements of the XY-model.
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Fig(1.8) the basal pitlne ofLa;,CuO. showing the orbilal ordering (RefJ92).

Another interesting series oflayered complexes ofthe formula M(NCShClIiazoleh

bas been studied extensively by Engelfriet et. al. (E8O). In these complexes, the M2+ ions

are on a face..centered orthomomllic lattice. The M2+ ions in adjacent layers are far apart

( _ 9A) and the interlayer exchange path involves an (NCS) unit besides the lIiazole ring.

For these reasons, the magnetic behavior is expected to show pronounced 2-d

characteristics, with ratios ofinter- to intralayer interaction ofthe order IJ'/J I- l(t2-l<t3.

Starting with Fe(NCSh(triazoleh' the Fe?+ ion has a low-lying doublet with a high

uniaxial Ising anisotropy of the g-tensor. Consequently, both the magnetic susceptibility

and the specific heat could be fitted to the prediction for the (quadratic) 2-d Ising model,

with JIk = -7.24K.
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Based on this brief summary of the thermodynamic properties of the various

magnetic models, it is apparent that it is a difficult task to assign a certain model which

fits the observed data. To make such an assignment even more difficult, isolated dimers

and clusters offer specific heat and S".JSCePtibility curves that are not unlike those of the

l-d and 2-d systems (C86). Accordingly, powder measurements of the susceptibility are

sometimes unreliable as indicators of magnetic behavior on their own and

crystallographic structures are usually necessary in order to aid in the choice of models

to apply. Qualitative comparison of the shape of the theoretical and experimental data are

inadequate in order to characterize the magnetic behavior of a substance. A quantitative

analysis of the data and quantitative fit to a model are imperative (C86).

In summary, in order to completely define a 11Ulgnenc system. it is necessary to

determine:

I-lIS /allice dimensionaliry. d.

2- lIS spin dimensio1UlIily. n.

3- The sign of the excJumge interaction, whether it is ferro11Ulgnelic or

an:ij'erro11Ulgnenc.

4- The 11Ulgnilude ofthe excJumge interaction, which can be determined l1y jilling

the aperiJnenlal data to a proper theoretiad modeL
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Vo Research Qutline:

The transition metal oxides of the general fonnula AB:!O•• where A is a divalent

transition metal ion and B is a pentavalent diamagnetic ion. e.g Ta5+. Sb5+. or As5+.

have been subject of an extensive study in our labs.

~..se oxides adopt different crystal structures depending on the relative sizes of

ions A2
+ and B5+ (W84). Most of the transition metai antimonates and tantalates, with

the exception of MnS~O. and CuTa20•• adopt the trirutile structure (E84)(W84). The

trirutile structure is a superlattice of the nonnal rutile unit cell fonned by tripling the

c-axis. On the other hand, the transition metal arsenates crystallize in a hexagonal

structure, known as PbS~O. structure, in which the A2+ and AS+ ions are segregated

in layers (W84). In the present investigation, our attention was directed at studying the

structural and magnetic properties of ASb(AshO., where A is Cu, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni

and B is Sb or As.

The trirutile structure imposes restrictions on the distances and bond angles which

COMect magnetic ions thus dictating the potential exchange pathways which can give rise

to magnetic correlations. The sublattice of the magnetic ions in the structure has /4/mmrn

symmetry, the same as that found in the K~1F. and other layered tetragonal compounds.

The magnetic ions in layer z=O are separated from those in the layer at z='h by about

5.7A and the superexchange would involve tortuous A-Q-B-0-A \inlcages. Furthennore,

if the moments in each plane exhibit short range antiferromagnetic order there will be

a symmetry cancellation effect as each moment at z=lh sees eight neighbors in the two
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analyzed with the use of X-ray powder diffraction both NiA~O. and CoA~O•. It was

reported that these arsenates have the lead antimonate structure but no effort to refine

their structures has been attempted.

In general, published work on these oxides is very scarce. There has been no

work reported concerning their magnetic properties.

The preparation and the refinement of the crystal structure of these arsenates will

be discussed. The crysta1 structures will be studied using neutron powder diffraction. In

addition, we will attempt to synthesize other members of this series that have not been

reported in the literature. &sed on the ionic radii of Mn2+ (0.83 A) and Fe2+ (0.78), it

is most likely that their corresponding compounds will adopt the lead antimonate

structure as well.

The magnetic susceptibility of these oxides will be measured. The high

temperature region of the susceptibility will be fitted to a Curie Weiss law. Based on the

crystal structure, there appears no clear indication of any dominant exchange pathway

that will lead to a low dimensional magnetism. Whether any appreciable short range

order will be present depends on the relative strengths of inter- and intra-layer exchange

interactions.

A thorough investigation of the long range order regime in these oxides will be

attempted by the use of low temperature neutron diffraction. We will try to determine

the magnetic unit ce11s of these phases. The determination of the magnetic structures of

these compounds will be attempted by using the Rietveld refinement method.
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adjacent planes, four with spin-up and four with spin-down. Both of these effects will

most definitely lead to large short range ordering in these compo'mds.

Concerning the lIlao"lletic properties of trirutile phases, AS~(Ta~O. where A is

Fe, Co, and Ni, the magnetic susceptibility in the range 100 - 300 K follows the Curie

Weiss law (E84)(R89.1). Below 100 K substantial deviations from this relationship were

observed. Evidence for 2-dimensional correlations has been obtained from magnetic

susceptibility as we:.:. as from heat capacity measurements (K88.1)(K88.2)(R89.1). The

possibility of predominantly I-d interactions in FeT~O. was suggested by the published

magnetic structure for this compound (E86); however, a fit to a I-d model was not

successful.

As an extension to this study, CuS~O. will be investigated. This phase was

reported to crystallize in a monoclinically distorted trirutile structure in space group

P2/n or P2/c, but its structure was not refined. We "'ill study the crystal structure using

the neutron powder diffraction.

The magnetic susceptibility will be measured in the range 4 - 300 K. We expect

to observe substantial short range order. Both possibilities of a 2-dimensional and 1

dimensional model systems do exist. Both the short range and long range orders will be

thoroughly investigated. The findings of this study will be contrasted with those obtained

from the other members of the series ASb(TahO•.

As for AAszO" th~ compounds have received very little attention in the past.

CoAsz0. was synthesized by Magneli (M4I). Later Taylor et al (TS8) prepared and
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Chapter 2

Neutron diffraction Theory

Thermal neutron scattering is one of the most powerful techniques for studying

the structure and dynamics of condensed matter. This is because thermal neutrons have

a wavelength which is comparable to the spacing between the atoms in a crystal. In

addition, the energy of these neutrons is comparable to the vibrational frequencies of the

atoms in the sample. These two properties allow us to use neutron diffraction as a probe

to investigate both the structure and dynamics of the condensed state.

The second feature unique to neutrons is that they have a magnetic moment which

can interact with unpaired electrons in the atoms of the matter. This makes it possible

to study a wide range of magnetic properties and obtain information about magnetic

systems which can not be obtained with other techniques.

In this chapter. the theory of the nuclear and magnetic scattering will be briefly

reviewed. A section in this chapter will be devoted to the Rietveld method, a technique

used in refining the chemical and magnetic structures using the powder patterns obtained

from the scattering experiments.
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1- Nuclear Scattering Theory·

The use of neutrons in diffraction experiments dates back to the 1950's, at which

time a large number of crystal structures had been determined by X-ray diffraction. The

main attention was drawn to the different scattering power of X-rays and neutrons which

results from fundamental differences in the two scattering processes. Whereas X-rays,

as electromagnetic radiation, interact with the electronic charge distribution in the

irradiated material, neutrons are scattered to a large extent by interaction with the atomic

nuclei through nuclear fo= (C78). As a result, the two techniques allow the

The results of a scattering experiment can be conveniently expressed in terms of

a quantity known as a cross-section, (1. Concerning the elastic scattering process, one can

distinguish two quantities: the total scattering, (1.. which is defined by:

"... =(total number of neutrons scattered per second)/~, where ~ is the flux of the

incident neutrons. In this context, 'total number' means the number of neutrons scattered

in all directions. The second quantity is the differential cross-section in the solid angle

dO, and

d"/dO = (number of neutrollS scattered per second into dOl ~O. These two cross

sections are related by the following identity (S78).

meas~ment of almost, but not quite the same quantity.

o=L dOdO
z 4. dO

(2.1)

11- Nuclear scggering CTQ~-secrjQn'

The incident neutron beam is characterized by its momentum, f1k, whete k denotes

the wave vector, 2TIA. The scattered neutrons likewise are characterized by their

momentum, Ii/c', so that the scattering can be discussed in terms of the momentum

ttansfer, flQ, where Q=k-k'. Very generally we can distinguish between two scattering

processes: elastic scattering in which there is momentum transfer but no energy transfer

in the scattering process and the other is an inelastic scattering which involves an energy

transfer as well.
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(2.3)

where b is a constant, known as the scattering length, and r is the distance from the point

of measurement to the origin at which the nucleus is considered to be rigidly fixed. The

minus sign in the equation is arbitrary and corresponds to a positive value of b for a

repulsive potential.

The cross section, as defined above, is just the flux passing through a sphere of

radius r around the nucleus divided by the incoming flux

To derive an expression for the cross section, we shall first consider the simplest

case - nuclear scattering by a single nucleus at a fixed position. Then, we derive the

cross section of the scattering from a crystallatlice.

The interaction between a neutron and one single rigid nucleus can be roughly

described by an attractive potential of about ro=10·\3 em .range and some MeV depth, the

details of which are not well known (512). The incident neutrons are represented by the

wavefunction

(2.2)

The wavefunclion of the scattered neutrons at the point r can be written in the form
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(2.7)

whete Q= k-k'

The interaction potential between the nucleus and the neutron is of very short

range, faIling to zero outside a distance on the order of nuclear dimensions (- 10012 cm).

For diffiaction the neutrons must have a wavelength on the order of interatomic distances

(- 10"' cm). Consequently, the nucleus acts as a point scatterer to neutrons. Therefore

!wsIZ • v .4';,-2

IVolz.v
(2.4)

the scattering is isotropic, i.e. the scattering amplitude is constant and independent of Q.

The pseudopotential VCr) in equation (2.6) is constructed as (S78),

VCr) = a. 6(r)

where oCr) is a 3-dimensional Dirac delta function Io(r) dr=l.

where /1 is the neutron velocity. This gives

(2.5)

The cross section can be defined in terms of the potential of the interaction

between the neutron and the nucleus, V, as

(2.6)

which can be rewritten simply as,

then

therefore

where

I VCr) dr = a I 6 (r) dr =a

do l' m JZ Z
dO = 2,;'I\z a

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)
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hence the potential is given by

21tllZ
Y(r) = -- • b. 6(r)

m
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(2.12)








































































